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All polynomials in this paper are supposed to have real coefficients.
Polynomials which can be represented in the form

P(X)= c ad1-x)“U+XY,

with all akl > 0 or all akl < 0,

(1)

k+l<m,
k,/> 0

have been introduced and studied by 6.6. Lorentz i[ I]; we shall call them
polynomials with positive or negative (more exactly non-negative or nonpositive) coefficients, respectively, or simply Lorentz polynomials. Their set
will be denoted by L + and L-, respectively; also let L = k + u L-. The
representation (1) is not unique, since multiplying by

we obtain other representations. Among all of the representations (I) of a
fixed polynomial p(x) EL, consider those for which m is the least
value. This will be called the Lorentz degree of p(x), and it will be
by d(p). If ZI” denotes the set of polynomials of degree at most n, then
obviously, p(x) E IZ,\ 17, _, implies
d(p)

3 Iz.

The representation (1) of a p(x) E L with m = d(p) is still not unique,
since terms in (1) with k + I< m can be multiplied
by (2) with
s=m-k-131,
resulting in a new representation.
method each representation can be transformed into
p(x)=

d(p)
1 a,(l-x)k(l+x)d(P)-k,

all ak > 0 or all ak < 8,

(41

k=O
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and this is already unique, as is easily seen. We shall call (4) the Lorentz
representation of p(x).
Our primary concern here is the structural characterization of the set L.
This is expressed in the following
THEOREM 1. A polynomial not identically zero belongs to L if and only if
it has no roots in the interval (- 1, 1).

The “only if’ part of the statement is trivial: a Lorentz poiynomial not
identically zero cannot have zeros in ( - 1, 1). The “if’ part is more difficult
and it will follow from Theorem 3 below, which can be considered as a
quantitative version of Theorem 1.
Remark. Of course, the notion of Lorentz polynomials
can be
introduced on any finite interval (a, b): this is the set of polynomials p(x)
representable in the form
p(x) = 2 a,(b - x)~(x - a)d(p)pk,

all

ak30

or

GO.

k=O

This will be a Lorentz polynomial

in any (c, d) c (a, b), since substituting
x-a=E(d-x)+2(x-c)

b-x=d-c h-L’(d-x)+g$(x-c),
whereb-c
b-d
c-a
--d-c’d-c’d-c’d-c

d-a

-

are non-negative

,

we get a representation of p(x) on (c, d) with non-negative or non-positive
coefficients. This also shows that the Lorentz degree of a polynomial on a
subinterval cannot be higher than that on the original interval.
At first we settle the problem of Lorentz representation of quadratic
polynomials. In this case we get sharp estimates for the Lorentz degree.
THEOREM 2. (i) rf a quadratic polynomial p(x) has no roots in the open
complex unit circle then d(p) = 2.

(ii) If the roots of a quadratic polynomial
y= = E2(1 - x’) (0 <&cl,
Ixl<l)
then
&d(p)<?+
ProoJ: (i) This statement
Lorentz (see T. Scheick [3]).

&=

is equivalent

p(x)

are on the ellipse

1.

to an observation

(5)
of G. G.
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Evidently, we may assume that the leading c~e~c~e~t of p(x) is 1.

Then
p(x) = x2 + 2ctx + lx* + E2(1 - a”)

(14 < 11.

(6)

We look for a representation
p(x)=

f

a,(1 -x)‘(l

+X)mPL,

alla,30.

I=0

Let u = (I-

x)/( I+ x), then

2” z a,,u’=(1+u)“-*((1-zf)*+2C1(1-Uz)
l=O

+ [ct2+E2(1 -a*)](1

+U)2)

=(1+u)“-2([(1-cq2+&*(1-a*)]U2
- 2(1-E2)(1-cX2)U+[(1+~)2+&2(1-CX2)~)~

ThUS
2”1! a, = [ (1 + @)’ + &2(1 - c?)]
(

m-2) p
11’

-2(l-El)(l-.*)(~)(~_:)ii-!j!
+ [(l-a)‘+&2(1-C12)]

;
(

i.e.,
bh:=

2”l!(m - I)!
(m-2)!
ah- -(m-Z)(m-l-

1)[(1 +a)2+~2(1

-ff”)]

- 2(m-Z)1(1-~2)(1-a2)+1(1-l)[(l-~!)2+~2(1-a2)]
= (m - 2Z)2 + 2(m - l)(m - 21) cI+ m(m - I)[(1 -a”)

e2 -t a*] -m

(l= 0, .... m).

(71

Hence the coefficients aom and arnm are always positive (independently
the choice of m > 2), namely,
2”
m(m-

-(1+01)2+&2(1-c?),

1) ‘Orn-

2”
m(m-

l)umm

=(I-CXj2+E2(1

-Cf2).

of
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Thus in what follows we will assume that 1 < I < m - 1. Let m 2 2/s2, then
we get from (7)

>(m-2Z)2-~

m-1

(m -2Z)‘+m-2

=4(m-Z-l)(Z-1),o
m-2

’

(I= 1, .... m - 1).

This proves the upper estimate in (5). To see the lower estimate, let
m < l/s’. Then (7) yields

provided Z is chosen such that Irn - 2Z+ (m - 1) al d 1. This proves the
lower estimate in (5).
The following two examples show that both estimates in (5) are sharp.
EXAMFJLE1. Let 0 <E < 1 be such that l/s2 is an integer. Then for the
quadratic polynomial

with roots on the ellipse y2 = s2( 1 - x2), we have d(p,) = 1/s2. Indeed, we
get from (7) with m = l/8’
3E2-1
b,,,,= [ m-2Z+(m-1)m
+ m(m-

2

1

1) 8s4 - 5.s2+ 1
-m-Cm-l)
1 -&2

=(2Z-3)‘+8-;+-$-9+;-$=(2Z-3)2-1>0

(I = 0, . ... m),

i.e., d(p,) < 1/a2, and by (5), d(p,) = 1/s2.

2 (3&2- 1)2
(lAE2)2
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EXAMPLE 2. Let 0 <E < 1 be such that 2/s2 is an integer. Then for the
quadratic polynomial

2-3E2
(1-E2)(2-E2)x+

f+4=x2-2

-&gt5E6+&4-8&2+4
(1 4)(2-E2)2

with roots on the ellipse y2 = .s2(1 - x2), we have d(p,) = 2/s2. Kndee
get from (7) with m = 2/c2 - 1
2-5E2
--y--2

b,,=(m-1)

E

(2-3&y

+

-&8$5&6+E4-8,‘+

E2(1 - &2)(2 - &2)

E2(1 - &2)(2 - E2)

2E4
=

----<o,

2-E2

i.e., d(p,) > 2/~~, and by (5), d(p,) = 2/s*.
We now turn to the estimate of Lorentz degree of polynomials of higher
degree. As we shall see, the results are less complete than for quadratic
polynomials. Let q(x) be a positive continuous function in (- 1, I) an
denote

D(cp)=(z=x+iyI

Iyl<cp(x),lxl~1~

the domain of the complex plane determined by it. Also let
J%(cP)= (P(X) I PEK,P(~~O~~WP!!

and
dn(<p)=

sup d(p).
PEL(9)

THEOREM 3. If

cln
,ij<c,n.max
2E

1 -a2
1
2
&
{
' &(&t- Jc-2)

I

<d,(cp)<~

where (a\ < I is a point where the infimum in (8) is artained.’
1 In what follows cl, c2, . will denote absolute positive constants.

E2 '

@‘r
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Remarks. 1. Theorem 3 implies the missing part of Theorem 1.
Indeed, if p EU, has no roots in (- 1, 1) then for sufficiently small
q,,(x) = E > 0 it has no roots in D(cp,), and thus p E L,(cpO), i.e., p E L.
2. In some interesting cases the lower estimate in (9) is of the same
order of magnitude as the upper estimate; e.g., if

cpl(X) = &(1 - X2)a

with

-co<a<$

(when a = 0),

(10)

or
~,(x)=EJ=+l-X2

(whena=

al).

However, if
CJ+(x)=&2’3(1 -JCP.x)
then a = Jm
and thus d,,(cp,) 2 c,n/~~l~, which is much smaller than
the upper estimate. (It is easily seen that the latter estimate is valid for any
q(x) satisfying (8), as stated in (9).)
In general, the lower estimate in (9) can be improved to

Conjecture.

d,,(cp) > Cl n/E’.
Proof of Theorem 3. First we prove the upper estimate in (9). Let
p(x) E L,(v), then it can be written in the form
p(x)=c

fi

(X-Uk)

k=l

where K+2Ndn,

akER\(-lY

fi

(X2+2ClkX+Bk),

k=l

1) (k= 1, .... K) and

~~~~~(-~k)~~~-~

(k=L...,N).

(11)

Here the left side inequality follows from the fact that p(x) has no roots in
D(q), and the right side inequality is a consequence of (8).
Our method of proof is to represent each factor of p(x) as a Lorentz
polynomial, and then multiplying these we get a representation of p(x). The
linear factors of p(x) can be written as
x-ask=

- %(l

-x)-%(1

+x),

which is a Lorentz representation since lakj > 1. As for the Lorentz
representation of the quadratic factors of p(x), it is clear from (6) and (7)
that the greater the constant term in a quadratic polynomial is, the greater
are its Lorentz coefficients. Since by (11) Bk > E’( 1 - ai) + ai, the Lorentz
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degree of x2 + 2a,x+ Pk is between l/a2 and 2/a2 + I, by Theorem 2,
M~~ti~~ying the Lorentz representations of the linear and quadratic factors
we get the upper estimate in (9).
To prove the first lower estimate in (9), let
p3(x) = [(x - a)’ + E2(1 - a2)]“,
where, without loss of generality, we may assume that
OBa<l

and

(13)

The roots of this polynomial are a ) i& ds
= a f iq$a), by (8) and the
definition of a. Hence p3(x) E L,,(cp). (We shall prove the lower estimates
with 2n instead of n, which, again, does not restrict generality.) Let
p3(x)=

-f b,(l -X)k(l

+x)dpk

(bk > 0, k = 0, ...) d)

k=O

be the Lorentz representation of JJ~(x), where d= d(p,).
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and (13) we get

x kf’ob,(1-a-3r~~)k(l+o+3~~~)d-k
3

Using

the
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Hence and from (12) we get
16s2d

p3(a + 2E $7)’

expG’&(U+E&&,(U+3E&?)

[5E2( 1 - aZ)]2n
= [2E2(1 -cZ*)]“[lo&‘(l
=

(2)”

-a*)]”

> en’s,

i.e.,
d>(l-o)n>(l-a’)n
’
80~~ ’

160~~ ’

To prove the second lower estimate in (9) we need a lemma.
LEMMA

1.

We have (for any ip)
1-a*

d2,(cp) 2 n sup
lUl<

ProoJ

1 cp(a)t-da)

+

1- a21

(n = 1, 2, ...).

Let 0 Q a < 1 and consider

P&l = L-b- 4’ + d4’1” E J52,(cp)-

(14)

Let a < b d 1, then p4(x) has no root on (- 1, b], and Theorem 1 used on
this interval yields that p4(x) is a Lorentz polynomial on (- 1, b), with
Lorentz degree d(p,) < d(p,) (see the remark following Theorem 1). Let the
Lorentz expansion of p4(x) on (- 1, b) be
&P4)

p4(x) = 1 a,(b - x)“( 1 + .)d(p4J -k

(ak > 0, k = 0, .... &L,)).

k=O

Since
p,(b) = a,( 1 + b)d(P4)

and

pi(b) = (a,d((p,) - a,)(1 + b)d(P4)- l,

we obtain from (14)

d(p,) 2 d(p4)> (1+ QP- = 2(1+ b, n(b- ‘)
P,(b) (b-a)2+da)2’
Now if a+cp(a),<

1 then let b=a+

d(p,)>(l;f;ng

q(u); hence

n(l-“I

da)Cda) + 1-a’
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If a + q(a) > 1 then let b = 1; hence
4n(l -a)
2n(l -a”)
d(p,)~(l-ff)2+cp(n)2~cp(a)~~(a)+1-a2~’
The proof in case - 1 < a < 0 is similar.
Now in order to prove the second lower estimate in (9), let CQin
Lemma 1 be such that ~(a) = E dm.
This ubstitution gives the desired
result. The proof of Theorem 3 is complete.
We could not give as exact estimates for polynomials of degree iz as for
quadratic polynomials. The reason is that our method of rnulti~~y~~g
Lorentz representations to get that of the product polynomial generates a
certain loss in the degree. Namely, there exist polynomials such that in the
obvious inequality

d(M) Gd(P)+ d(q)

(P,4ELB

the strict inequality holds. This can be seen from the following
EXAMPLE

3. Let

p(x) = 1 - x + 2( 1 + x)

and

q(x)=2(1-x)Z-((1-x2)+2(1+x)Z.

Then d(p) = 1, d(q) > 3, but since
p(x) q(x) = 2( 1 - x)’ + 3( 1 -x)*(1

+ x) -I- 4( I+ x)3,

we have d(gq) = 3 <d(p) + d(q).
Condition (8) in Theorem 3 permits the function q(x) = E .J?-?
as a
borderline case. The following theorem shows thalt when (8) is violated
(e.g., the domains (10) with a > 4), the situation is completely different.
THEOREM

4. If at least one of the conditions

holds then d,(q) = cc (n = 2, 3, ...).
ProoJ
Assume, e.g., that
Lemma 4 we get

the second condition

in (15) holds.
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Letting a + 1 - and using (15), we get d2,(q) = co. This obviously yields
dP(q)=co for all n>2.
1
We now want to characterize those q(x) for which we have equalities in
(3) whenever pal,.
Let C be the open unit circle in the complex
plane.
THEOREM

5.

(i)

If D(q) 2 C then
dn(P)=n

(16)

for all n = 1, 2, ... .
(ii) Zf (16) holds for some II > 2 then D(q) 2 C.
ProoJ: (i) By assumption, all the roots of any p(x) E L,(p) are on, or
outside of, the complex unit circle. Thus (16) follows from Theorem 2(i).
To prove (ii) we need the following
LEMMA

2. Zfp(x) E L then
Ip(

< e(l--x)d(P) jp(x)l

(0<xe

1).

Remark. Of course, a similar statement is true for p( - 1) (then 1 -x
replaced by 1 + x, and - 1 < x 6 0 in Lemma 2).
Proof of Lemma 2. Starting from the representation

is

(4) we get

d(P) d(p)

c a,(1 -X)k(l

+x)d(P)-k

k=O

< (2 - x)~(~)~(x) < e(l p”)d(p)p(x)

(assuming that p(x)>0

in (-1,

1)).

(Odx<

1)

[

Now it suffices to prove Theorem 5(ii) when n is even. Consider the
polynomial (14). Let 0 < h < 1; then by Lemma 2 and (16)

P,O= Cl-aY+cp(aY
n= l+(l-h)(l+h-W n
(h -a)” + q(a)’
zdh) (h- 4” + da)”

1[

< e(leh)d(P4)

1

= e(l -~)FI >

i.e.,
l+h-2a
(h.-a)2+q(a)2’

cl-h- 1
1 -h .
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then
2(1-a)

(1-u)2+(p(a)2G1’
or q(a)’ z 1 - u2 (0 da < 1). By reason of symmetry, the same inequality
holds for - 1 < a < 0. This proves that C & D(q).
To characterize those individual polynomials

p(x) E L for which

d(p) = deg IA

(171

is a more difficult problem. Let zl, z2, .... z, be the roots of p(x).
A necessary condition for (17) to hold is that

hOPOSITION.

. ..z.I

lz1z2

3

1.

Namely, if, e.g.,
p(x) = xn + . . . + z1 . ..z.=

f:

a,(1 -x)k(l

+x)RPk,

all ak 3 0,

k=O

then comparing the coefficients of xn we get
z1...z,=p(O)=

f

ak>

k=O

f
k=O

(-lfk6zk=1.

However, (18) is only necessary for (17). Even zI . .. z, can be arbitrarily
large while d(p) > deg p. This will be seen from the following
EXAMPLE

4.

For

ps(x) = (x + a)(x’ + f)

(a arbitrary)

we have d(p,) 3 4. Namely,

P,(X)= 2.k&l-X,~+~(l-.)2(l+.,
-~(l-x)(‘+x)2+~(11.5)3
and here the signs of the coefficients are never the same, whatever the value
of a is.
On the other hand, p(x) may have an arbitrarily small (complex) root
such that (17) still holds:
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5. Given IZ3 1, for the polynomial

EXAMPLE

&j(x)=(x+a)”

x*+1
(

n) ’

we will have d(p,) = n + 2, provided a is large enough.
To verify this, let
n+2

kgoa,(1-x)k(l +x)“i’-*=(X+U)“(X*+~)=~+~~-lx

+~~~[(j~2)a2+(J~]xjd-j.
Applying the substitution
we get

u = (1 - x)/( 1 + x) and multiplying

by (1 + u)” + 2

n+2

2”+2
k?,a,u*=~(l+u)“+2+a”~l(l+u)“+‘(l-u)
+ ;$;[(jr2)a*+(;);]

cl+u)“+*-j(l--u)j.n-j.

Hence

Thus ak is a polynomial of degree n of the variable a. The leading
coeffkient of this polynomial is (for 2 <k d n + 2)

=

k!(n + 2 -k)!

n!

(n + 2)(n + 1)

n

f (n-k+2)(n-k+l)-2k(n-k+2)+k(k-1)

=
>

1

+ (n - 2k)* + 4(n - 2k) -II + 2
n+2k!(n-k+2)!,0
n
n!

.

1
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The same coeffkients for a, and a, are 1 +- l/n and II +2/n, respectively,
thus positive. Hence if a is large enough then all ak will be positive.
Some properties of polynomials carried over to Lorentz
show an improvement in the order of estimations. A remarkable property
of polynomials is the following theorem of Schur (cf. Lorentz [Z, p. 44 ] ): if
p(x) E 17, then

llP(X)ll
G(n+ l)llP(X)
.,/I-a>

(19)

where 11./I denotes the supremum norm in [ - 1, I].
polynomials we have the following sharper result.

For

Lorentz

THEOREM 6. Let a > 0 be a real number and n 3 1 an integer. Then

(n + 2ct)n+2a
IIP(X)ll
o&pFS;;p)<n Ijp(x)(l -X2)all = (4a)“(n + Con+=<
and the supremum is attained if and only fp(x)
ProoJ

= c( I &-x)” (c # 0).

If lyl <x, := n/(n + 2a) then
1
IIP(Y)ll
~~p(x)(l-x*)“~(~(l-y~)~~(l-x:)”

1

(n+2a)2”
(n + 2Cl)n+*x
= (4a)“(n + c()“< (4Cx)“(n +ay+l’

(1 -y)k(l

+y)“-k<

ll(l -X)k(l

+X)“-kll

=kk(n-k)“Pk(n+2r)”
akn”(n + a)” - k

(209

=2”kk(nn-/)E-k
(1 -Xl)k(l

+Xi)“-k

.[~]i(~j’x(l-x~~k(l+x~)“*

On the other hand, since (1 - x)“( 1 + x)“- k is monotone
Cl- 2k/n, 11, we get

decreasing m
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Now ifp(x)=C;:=,a,(l-x)k(l+~)n-’
(+>O,k=O,...,n),
and (22) we obtain
n+2a n
(n + 2a)nfZE
P(Y)? n+a
P(Xl) = (4a)*(n + Gon+aPh)u

( )

(n + Za)“+*n
y4a)“(n+cc)“+”

then by (21)

--w

IlP(X)(l -x2Yll.

This together with (20) shows that
(n+2a)“+*~

IIP(X)ll
jp(x)(l

-xZ)El/ G (4a)“(n + Cl)n+a’

Here for p(x) = c( 1 f x)” (c # 0), the
equality in (23), then (since in (20)
have equalities in (21) for a suitable
k = 0, i.e., p(x) = a,(1 +x)” (a, # 0).
yields p(x) = a,( 1 - x)” (a, # 0).
Remarks.

lIP(

(23)

equality holds. Conversely, if we have
the strict inequality holds) we must
y E [x,, 11, which is possible only if
The other case (i.e., y E [ - 1, -xi])

Applying Theorem 6 with a = i we get
G

J-

; (n + 1) IIP(X)&a

(PELn=d(P)),

which is better than (19).
Comparing Theorem 6 with Theorem 2 we can see that if p(x) E 17, has‘
all its roots outside the open unit circle then (23) holds. A direct proof of
this statement would be interesting.
Another application of Lorentz polynomials is the estimation of the
derivatives. As we shall see, significant improvement in the order of
Bernstein and Markov type inequalities will be achieved. In what follows
11. IILB means the Lq norm on [ - 1, 11.
THEOREM

7. @-p(x) EL then

IIP(‘)(X)IIL~
GW”“4PY

lIP(X)

(0 <q < co, r = 1, 2, ...).

where K, > 0 depends only on r.

(For convenience, we use the norm notation
Proof

ofp(x)EL

even when 0 < q < 1.)

The proof is based on the following estimate of [4]: if the roots
are in the set R\(-1,
1) andp(x)>O
in (-1,l)
then
C-4 < 1, r = 1, .... d(p)),

(24)
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where the + or - sign is to be taken according as x < 0 or x > 0 (either
can be taken if x = 0). Using the decomposition (4) and applying (24) for
the polynomials ak( 1 - ~)~(l + x)~(~)-~ (k = 0, ‘.., d(p)) and adding t
resulting inequalities we obtain that (24) is true for any p(x) E &. Raising to
the qth power in (24) and integrating we get the statement by noticing that
the expression x) r/2d(p) assumes the same value at most twice.
THEOREM

8. Ifp(x)

E L then

/Ip’(x)~~IIL.(~cq51’9~

lIP(X)

(O<qG

03).

(25)

Proof: The case q = co was proved by Lorentz [ 1, Theorem
pose 0 < q < co. We make use of the following inequality of [S ] (see
Lemma 2): if 0 <p(x) EL then with a suitable c5 > 0

d(x) Ip’(x)l <mm { pb-),p

( xkid(x)2

>$

@e-&)~

62

where d(x) = J(1 - x2)/d(p). Assume that c5 is so large that

Y’+(X)
2;

and

lY,(X)l G 1

if

where y+(x) :=x+fA(x).
Integrating
the qth
1x1< 1 - c,/d(p) and making the substitutions
corresponding integrals we obtain by (27)
s /xl c 1 - dd(p)

(Ip’(x)l

Jm

dx < 54p)“‘”

Ix~G~-~,

d(P)

12v

power of (26) over
y, = y+ (x) in the

p, p(x)” dx.

WI

Finally, using Theorem 7 we obtain

This together with (28) yields Theorem 8.
Using the estimate of Theorem 3 we can get Markov and Bernstein type
inequalities for Lorentz polynomials in terms of the ordinary degree of the
polynomial:
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0)

(ii)
(iii)

Under the conditions of Theorem 3 we have

Ib”Vx)llLqQ

2”“KW’)’

IIP(x)II~~~
Ilp(x)llLm,
lIP(x)I

Ilp”)(x)(l - x~)“~II ,Lmd m&2)“2
lip’(x) JiF?[l
L4Gc,5”q(&)

for allO<q<oo

andr=l,2,....

(i) and (iii) follow from Theorems 7 and 8, respectively, while (ii) is a
consequence of the inequality
IIp”‘(x)( 1 - ~~)~‘~ll.md Erd(p)“’

IIP(x)llLm

(cf. Lorentz [ 1, Theorem B]).
Comparing these inequalities (i)-(iii) with the ordinary MarkovBernstein type estimates we can see that the exponent of n is half the
original.
Note
added in prooj
After preparing this manuscript the authors discovered that
Theorem 1 is not new (see G. Polya and G. Szego, Problems and theorems in analysis,
Volume II, p. 78, Problem 49). In any case, Theorem 1 is a simple consequence of our main
result, Theorem 3.
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